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1) SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS
A Soil Vegetation Atmosphere Transfer scheme (SVAT), describing the fluxes of heat,
water vapour and CO2 between a multi-component vegetated land surface and the
atmosphere, has been developed. The parameterisation of leaf conductance is based on
a physiological photosynthesis-conductance model (Jacobs a al. 1996). The energy
partitioning between the various components is calculated using the Penman-Monteith
equation and a resistance network based upon a generalisation of a two-component
model, for a simplified savannah of shrubs and a herbaceous understorey, described by
Huntingford et al. (1995). The SVAT has been calibrated and tested using 1 month of
micrometeorological and physiological measurements collected over a sparse savannah
in the Sahel. The model explicitly represents the four major functional components of
the savannah: shrubs (C3 photosynthesis), grasses (C4), herbs (C3)and bare soil. The
leaf conductance model for the shrub, grass and herb components was calibrated against
porometry measurements made in the field.
The performance of the SVAT was tested against independent surface flux and
temperature measurements. Agreement between the model predictions and
measurements of the sensible and latent heat fluxes, net CO2 exchange and surface
temperatures is good: in all cases at least 80% of the variance in the measurements is
explained by the model. Separate flux and surface temperature predictions for the four
surface components were satisfactory, although complete verification was difficult as
data were lacking for some variables. Predicted water use efficiency (WUE) of the
vegetation showed a strong, non-linear dependence on vapour pressure deficit,
especially for the bushes and the grasses. WUE for the grasses was about 3 times as
large as found for the bushes and herbs.
This calibrated SVAT has been extended by incorporating a simple growth model,
which allows for leaf area index to be calculated from CO2 uptake instead of using
measured values. The extended SVAT also contains a multi-layer soil model to estimate
soil heat fluxes (the original model employed measured values). It therefore only
requires micrometeorological data at reference level and hence can be easily used to
investigate the likely effects of climate change and CO2enrichment on evaporation and
CO2 uptake. For this purpose the model was run for four different scenarios: a
reference model run (original micrometeorological input), a run with doubled
atmospheric CO2concentration, a run with increased air temperature (+ 1.5 °C), and a
final run in which both driving variables were increased. IVappeared that doubling the
atmospheric CO2concentration (with or without a temperature increase) had the largest
effect: it decreased total evaporation by about 20% and roughly doubled the net CO2
uptake for the savannah. Interestingly, the different components made a significantly
different contribution to these changes in the total flux.
These simulations are considered to be more reliable than those done in the past
where empirical descriptions of leaf conductance were employed, often without taking
into account the effect of CO2 concentration, and where measured values of leaf area
index were used. The multi-component, mechanistic model decribed in this report, if
necessary linked to a meso-scale or GCM model, will be a valuable tool for
understanding the competition between different species in a plant community during
global climate changc.
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2) OBJECTIVES OF THE TRAINING ACTIVITIES (maximum 10 lines):
The work proposed will combine plant physiological models of leafsurface conductance
and vegetation growth with an existing (two-layer) Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere-Transfer
(SVAT) model (the IH 'Mitre' scheme) describing evapotranspiration. This will produce
a CO2responsive fully interactive scheme, which, if included in a GCM, will improve the
accuracy of climate predictions, especially for multi-component ecosystems.
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3) DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS OBTAINED DURING THE TRAINING
PERIOD:
1. INTRODUCTION
The model parameterisation of the vegetated land surface/atmosphere interaction is
known as a Soil Vegetation Atmosphere Transfer scheme (SVAT). The SVATs
presently implemented in meso-scale models or GCMs are often simplified
representations of reality (e.g. Deardorff 1978; Sellers et al. 1986), and lagging behind
current knowledge of the processes and the surface properties, especially of the leaf
stomata! resistance.
Laboratory and field studies have shown that stomata respond in a complex way to
environmental variables such as light intensity, humidity and atmospheric CO2
concentration and to plant and soil water status. The SVAT schemes of most current
GCMs either do not represent this behaviour, by using a fixed surface conductance for
each type of vegetation, or rely on empirical response functions (Sellers et al. 1986).
In particular, the response to CO2 is not represented, despite the large amount of
experimental evidence supporting its existence (Rozema et al. 1993). Plant
physiological measurements and modelling suggest that as atmospheric CO2
concentration rises, vegetation will respond with increased CO2uptake, and reduced
transpiration, affecting the land surface energy balance, and hence climate, through
changes in surface conductance and soil moisture content. An important feedback
process is therefore being omitted from many current GCM studies of the impact of
increased CO2 on climate, undermining the credibility of global and regional
predict ions.
Consequently, improving the parameterisation of the leaf stomatal conductance has
received a great deal of attention lately. There is a tendency to replace the empirical
approach, in which stomatal behaviour is modelled in terms of independently acting
environmental factors, by the physiological approach. The latter combines models of
stomata! behaviour and photosynthesis (Ball et al. 1987; Leuning 1995; Harley &
Baldocchi 1995; Jacobs et al. 1996) and allows feedback between surface variables and
fluxes. An added advantage of this physiological parameterisation is that as well as
giving values of leaf conductance, it also provides estimates of CO2exchange between
the vegetation and the atmosphere.
Furthermore, modellers realized that the single-component Big Leaf model described
by the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith 1965) only has a limited validity, because
many of the world's biomes are sparse (without canopy closure), heterogeneous
(consisting of functionally different components, e.g. trees and herbs) or both. These
systems can only be satisfactorily described by multi-component descriptions (e.g.
Shuttleworth & Wallace 1985; Choudhury & Monteith 1988), where the different plant
types and the soil are explicitly represented. However, the vast majority of these multi-
component SVAT models only allows for two sources, usually a main canopy with a
bare soil substrate or vegetated understorey (see Dolman 1993; Huntingford et al.
1995).
This report describes a multi-component SVAT which addresses the concerns
outlined above. It simulates the energy balance of the entire plant-soil system and of its
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components, as well as the photosynthesis of the canopy and various types of
understorey (e.g. C3 herbs and C, grasses), and the heterotrophic (soil) respiratory
efflux of CO2, which is assumed to be largely determined by soil temperature and soil
moisture content (see e.g. Norman et al. 1992). The scheme was developed to describe
a sparsely vegetated Sahelian savannah, consisting of four components (i.e. shrubs,
herbs, grasses and bare soil), but the equations are generally applicable and could be
extended to a larger number of components. The calibration of the model and its
accuracy in predicting measured fluxes of sensible heat, latent heat and CO2, and
surface temperatures for the total savannah and its separate components are presented.
We also calculated the water use efficiency of the three vegetated components, to
illustrate how this scheme can provide useful physiological parameters, which could be
used for practical purposes, such as modelling the growth of agroforestry systems.
Furthermore, the calibrated SVAT has been used to investigate the likely effects of
climate change and CO2 enrichment on evaporation and CO2 uptake. This was done by
incorporating a module describing soil heat and moisture transport (previously,
measured values of soil heat flux and soil moisture content were used), as well as a
simple growth model, that allowed for changes in leaf area index with changes in CO2
uptake. For this kind of sensitivity study the model provides a powerful tool, because it
simultaneously describes the energy balance, CO2exchange and leaf conductance of the
vegetation components. In this way it allows for interactions and feedbacks between the
four different components of this savannah ecosystem and the atmosphere. A study like
this in which all the vegetation components are lumped into one source, would
undoubtedly lead to inaccurate and unreliable results.
If
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2. THEORY
2.1. SVAT description
Total latent heat flux, AE(W m2), from a surface consisting of i components, each with
fractional coverage a,(Ea, =1.0 ), can be written as (see Dolman 1993; Huntingford a
at 1995):


with A the latent heat of vaporisation (J kg-') and PM, and y the Penman-Monteith and
resistance combination terms for component i, respectively.
The PM, terms are given by
	
(pCpDr—Aro(A—A,))(r + r +	 ro )1
PM,=AA+I A+y " a't
ra,,+ror„,a+roru+ro


with rE, (s niI) the atmospheric aerodynamic resistance between the canopy source
height (level of mean canopy flow) and atmospheric reference levelz,(m), rcs,(s ml) the
total aerodynamic resistance between surface i and the canopy source height, ra.,the
within-canopy aerodynamic resistance (s ni'), rb.,the bulk boundary layer resistance (s
MI) and ro (s m-') the surface resistance for each component i. A (W rn-2) is the
available energy for the whole system, whereas A, (W ni2) denotes the available energy
for the i components, which is the difference between net radiation, R1 (W M2) and
soil heat flux G, (W M2). D, (mbar) is the vapour pressure deficit at reference level. A
(mbar K-') is the slope of the vapour pressure temperature curve, y is the psychrometric
constant (mbar IC), p (kg M3) is the density of air and Cp(J kg-' K-') is the specific heat
of air at constant pressure. The constant p can vary between I (amphistomatous leaves
or soil) and 2 (hypostotnatous leaves). If p = 1, the denominator in Eqn 2 will have its
familiar form of [A-$-41+ rti )1.
rt. +/-c)
For the savannah, four surface components are distinguished: bushes, herbs, grasses
and bare soil as denoted with the subscripts i = b, h, g and s. A schematic diagram of
the resistance network for the model and its major variables is given in Fig. I .
Atmospheric variables at the canopy source height are denoted by the subscript 0,
whereas at the reference and surface level the subscripts r and s have been used,
respectively. The coverages of the shrubs, understorey and bare soil are not allowed to
overlap. Furthermore, bare soil applies to extensive patches not overshadowed by any
plants.
The total aerodynamic resistances between the surfaces and the canopy source
height, r, are given by r,.b = rb.b•rch = ram+ rb.„,rest = r,.1+ rb.2and re., = ra.s.
These rcsistances, together with the atmospheric aerodynamic resistance rp.„ are
calculated using the parameterisations given in Huntingford et al. (1995), while r„, is
set to a constant value of 100 s following preliminary tests with the model.
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The in-canopy aerodynamic resistance for the undergrowth (mixture of herbs and
grasses) is given by
_raj_ eh b 

nK(hb)
Lr -n: lh,e • —e (3)
with n the decay coefficient (-), izt,the canopy height of the bushes (m), and K(hb) the
eddy diffusivity at the top of the bushes (m2 s '). Parameters z„(=;Pato db) and
zu(= + du) are the momentum sink height (m) for the bushes and undergrowth,
respectively. Here, ;nu, and Zorn.0and du and du are the roughness lengths and
displacement heights for the bushes and undergrowth (m), respectively.
The bulk boundary layer resistances are found from
1),1
70 (
e
with L (m2 leaf 1112 ground area) the local leaf area for component i, i.e. the leaf area
index a vegetation component would have if it wholly covered the surface, I, (m) the leaf
width of vegetation type i and u,(m s-1)is given by u, = ube4Q"), with z,= ; or ;, and
ub( m s-') the windspeed at bush canopy height. The units of the constant 70 in Eqn 4 arc
slf2m1.
The aerodynamic resistance between the canopy source level and the atmospheric
reference level is obtained from
ru. =
1 [In z, —d
• Ku. hb—d nK(hb)h (Zr ) `Ph(hb) +
k  [eA) —I]
(5)
with u. the friction velocity (m sd), K the Von KirmAn constant, d the zero plane
displacement for the total surface (m) and Wu(z)the integrated stability correction to
eddy diffusivity for heat and water vapour at height z. The friction velocity is found
from
u, =
ln((; —d)I zom)—Pm(z, —d)
Ku, (6)
with Wu,(z)the integrated stability correction to eddy diffusivity formomentum at height
z, - d, ur the windspeed at reference height (m s'') and zo„,(m) the roughness length for
momentum for the total surface.
The canopy surface resistances for water vapour are calculated from r„ =
where the calculation of the leaf stomatal resistance, r11 (s Ind), is based on a
mechanistic model (Jacobs et al. 1996) which uses the relationship between the net
photosynthetic rate of plants, 1) (mg ni2 leaf s-1)and leaf stomatal resistance:
= (C,.,- C,)/1.6f0P0.,. (7)
•
0.5
(4)
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Here, C and C,., (mg tn-3) are the leaf surface and internal CO2 concentration for
vegetation component i, respectively, andfo is a linear multiplication factor, added in this
study, which is dependent on soil moisture status (see Eqn A10). r11(and 13„,1) is also
dependent on absorbed PAR radiation, I,,, (W ni2), surface temperature 7',., (° C) and
surface vapour pressure deficit D, (mbar) as described in Appendix I.
The soil surface resistance, r,,„ is dependent on day number (Verhoef 1995), which
resulted in values for t- ranging between 1000 and 10000 s rn-1.
The Y,terms in Eqn 1 are found from equations analogous to those given in the
Appendix of Huntingford et al. (1995):
Yb= HigriK(Wb+ lf/,) / x
r„=w fyvk +wji x
Kinw,k + x
r5=w„whivjws+wjix
with W, = (A+ , = (A + + , with i= b, h, g and s and
X = KWh + abWhWiWy; + ahWbWgW,11;+ agitcWhW,W,
cifibirhfvgW.. (9)
The available energy for each component (ilo,1= R —GO is found by calculating
net radiation for each component i from
R, + (10)
while Gb, Gh, G, and G, are obtained from the measured values of soil heat flux. In Eqn
10, a, and e, are the albedo and emissivity for component i, R,o, is the incoming solar
radiation (W 2), R1.4is the incoming longwave radiation (W n12),and T (° C) is the
surface temperature for component i (for its calculation see Eqn 14a). In the field, the
herbs and grasses were intimately mixed to form a more or less uniform understorey,
hence a means of partitioning the net radiation was required. Therefore, the net radiation
of the herbs and the grasses is multiplied by L, / L„, where L, denotes the component
leaf area index (m2 n12), with i = /2 or g and L,„ the total leaf area index for the
undergrowth (i.e. herbs plus grasses). Total net radiation and totalavailable energy are
found from R„ = Ect1 R1 and A = Ea, A, , respectively.
With .1.Efound from Eqn 1, the vapour pressure deficit at the canopy source level
(in mbar) is
Do=DT+IAA—(e+y)Ark.,pCp 1)
with the symbols as described above. At this same level, the temperature To(° C), and
vapour pressure eo(mbar) can be obtained from
•
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•=((A-2E),-... 1pC.,)+7; (12a)
eo e, (To)4)0 (12b)
in which es (T0) is the saturated vapour pressure at canopy source level temperature
(mbar) and 7', is the reference level air temperature (° C).
With knowledge of Do, evapotranspiration from the four component surfaces can be
calculated from
PCPD°11[A+yi(r"
	 (13)
rc
Surface temperatures for the four components are then found from
=7 +((A—tE)r)/ pc (14a)
and surface values of D using
Q =(es(T,,,)—ec,)1(14 re. (14b)
with es (T,) the saturated vapour pressure at surface temperature (mbar).
The total net CO2flux (positive downwards) is calculated using:
Fc a ,L:13n.b + an f h Pn,h +ag 4Pn,g —Rsoil • (15)
In Eqn 15, Rs„,„is the total respiration of soil and roots (mg m2 sl) which is given by
= (16)
where Ts.,is the soil surface temperature (° C), L, the total leaf area index (m2 leaf ni2
ground) and a and 5 are constants defined below. Norman et a/. (1992) compared
several formulae of soil surface CO2 fluxes which employed a combination of soil
temperature, soil moisture and leaf area index. Preliminary tests with our dataset
revealed that incorporating the effect of soil moisture in Eqn 16 did not improve the
predictions and hence it was omitted.
With F obtained from Eqn 15, the CO2 concentration at canopy source height, Ceo
(mg n13)can be calculated using
Cc,= 1.4r..ic (17)
where the factor 1.4 accounts for the difference between boundary layer resistances for
CO2and H20. Here, C, is the atmospheric CO2concentration (mg ni3).
Finally, the surface level values of C are given by
9
•C,,, =Co—1.4proa,L: Pro. (18)
These values, and values of TE,and D,.,, are required in the stomatal conductance-
photosynthesis parameterisation described in Appendix I.
The set of Eqns 1-18 and the model in Appendix 1 are solved for r, by iteration.
2.2. Growth model
The extended SVAT employs a module describing plant growth, which allows values of
Li(and e, ), as used above, to be calculated from net CO2uptake. Theplant growth model
used in this report is based on the crop growth simulator SUCROS (Van Keulen et aL
1982; Spitters et aL 1989;Goudriaan et al 1992).
Increase in biomass, TV,and leaf area index, L, are calculated separately for the bushes,
herbs and grasses. The initial leaf biomass for the bushes is taken from measurements,
whereas the values for the herbs and grasses are derived from
Wiy,0 = LoI s
with s the specific leaf area of new leaves (ha kr' leaf),
leaves (dry matter) in kg ha-', and Loinitial leaf area index
and Lo for each of the components are given in Table
values of stem and root biomass, W„.0and Wn.o.
Daily total carbohydrate production, C (kg CH20 ha4 (VI),
MC1120t=24hC -  E /
Atico2 t =Oh


initial biomass of the
(m2in-2).The values of s,
1, together with the initial
is found from


with P„ the net photosynthesis in mg CO2ni2 s-1and McH2oand Mco2the molar weights
of carbohydrate (30 g mo11) and carbon dioxide (44 g mol '), respectively. The
multiplication by 30/44 is necessary because for each kg of CO2 absorbed only 30/44 kg
carbohydrates is formed.
Part of the carbohydrates is respired to provide energy for maintaining the existing
biostructures. The total maintanance respiration, R„,(kg CH20 ha' cl-') is given by:
Rm=f Fr(mh,Wh, nimwst mnivn) (21)
with tnl„,ins,and mr,the maintenance coefficients (kg CH20 kg I dry matter d''), for a
species-dependent reference temperature, of the various plant organs (leaves, stems and
roots). Higher temperatures accelerate the turnover rates in plant tissue and hence
increase the cost of maintenance, which is simulated by multiplication with the
temperature-dependent function,/(7):
f (T), 2(7:- Cd1/10 (22)
where T, is the air temperature and T„fa reference temperature set to 25 °C.
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F, is a reduction factor related to plant ageing
Fr = (ffiv Wrt + Hirt) (23)
which assumes that respiration is proportional to the fraction of the accumulated leaf
weight that is still green. The reduction factor is also applied to maintenance respiration
of the other organs as it is assumed that dying of stem tissue and roots proceeds
simultaneously to dying of leaves (Goudriaan et al. 1992).
The primary assimilates in excess of the maintenance costs are available for
conversion into vegetative plant material. Partitioning over the various organs is
described by fixed distribution factors. The partitioning occurs in two steps: dry matter
is first partitioned between shoots, fth, and roots, L. That is:
frt=l— fsh (24a)
followed by the distribution of the shoot fraction among leaves, ftT, and stems, L:
At =1—fly (24b)
The factorsf3b and j for the three surface components are given inTable 1.
The assimilate requirement for dry matter production, A, (kg CH20 kW' d.m.) is
calculated as the weighted mean of the requirements for the different plant organs:
A = fsh(AR,A, + f 51) Anfn (25)
where 4, Am and Am equal 1.463, 1.513 and 1.444 kg CH20 kW'd.m., respectively.
The gross growth rate of plant dry matter can then be described with
r=(C—Rin)1A (26)
and the growth of plant organs with
G„ = (27a)
Giv = A,Ahr (27b)
Gm = Lisp/ (27c)
The increase in dry matter (biomass) is found from
Wi(day) = j(day — Gj with j = rt, lv or st. (28)
• and, finally, the increase in leaf area index, L, from
1,(day). 1,(day —0+ sG1, (29)
with day the day number.
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2.3. Soil heat and moisture transport
A second extension of the original, calibrated SVAT (as presented in Section 2.1)
was the incorporation of a soil physical model to obtain independent estimates of soil
heat flux, G, and soil moisture content, 0, (to be used for updating root-weighted
volumetric soil moisture content, 0,, see Eqn Al 1, and making r,, a function of 0 instead
of day number).
The description of heat and water transfer in the soil was taken mainly from the
SALSA (Soil-Atmosphere Linking Simulation Algorithm) simulation model (Ten Berge
1990). This model was designed to describe the interaction between a bare soil and the
atmosphere and therefore features a simple Atmospheric Boundary Layer model
although, alternatively, it can be run with prescribed courses of temperature, humidity
and wind speed at reference (screen) height.
In this report, only the SALSA soil formulation is used and it is coupled to the
SVAT described in Section 2.1. Furthermore, a simple description of soil moisture
extraction by the roots (i.e. via transpiration) was incorporated. For brevity, only the
main equations and concepts of the model will be summarised.
Soil heat flux
In principle, there are four soil heat fluxes that need to be modelled, G„ Ggand Gb.
For thc equations in Section 2.1 measured values of understorey and bush soil heat flux
were available. The understorey fluxes were used to represent G„ because of the relative
bareness of the plot. Furthermore, it was assumed that Ge= =0.5G, (see Section 3.2).
Ideally, the number of components (currently four) could be extended to facilitate
representation of soil below the bushes, herbs and grasses. Knowing the leaf arca index,
the amount of radiation received by this shaded soil could be calculated and hence its
energy partioning, surface temperature and finally soil heat flux. Forsimplicity, however,
only G„ which is the largest flux, is calculated in the extended SVATand it will again be
assumed that Gs = Gh= 0.56,. In this case, Gbwill be calculated as a fixed percentage of
bush net radiation, Rg„,(Gb=0.07R„.„).
To calculate G„ the soil profile is considered as layers each of thickness TCM(i) in m,
which for the savannah are given in Table 2. The distance between the middle of a layer
and the next (lower) layer, Az(i), is found from
Az(i) = 0.5(TCM(0+ TCM(i —1)) (30)
while Az(1)is 0.5TCM(1).
The soil heat flux in SALSA consists of two terms: soil heat flux caused by
conduction mechanisms and soil heat flux stemming from vaporisation. Hence, the soil
heat flux going into the bare soil surface, G„ is found from
—T(1))
G, = —K1(1) Az(l) + AE, (31)
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where KT(1) is the thermal conductivity (W IC) of layer 1, T,., is the soil surface
temperature and T(1) is the soil temperature in the middle of the first soil layer. -2E, is
the soil evaporation (W in4 ground area) as calculated by the SVAT. The soil heat flux
through the lower layers, i =2,N is given by
FH(i)=—KT(0 +	 (T(0— T(i —1))

tlz(i) (32)
where K(i) is the mean thermal conductivity (W rni IC-'),T(i) the soil temperature and
F„(i)the soil latent heat flux (W m-2)for layer i.
The weighted mean thermal conductivity for layer 1 is KT(1), whereas for the other
layers
Kr(i) =(Kr (I—1)TCM(i—1)+KT(OTCM(0)/ (TO —1) TO4(0) . (33)
Pe(i)
	
Kr(i) = f (0(0) , where (0 is the dry bulk density of layer i and ptt„, is the
Pd,stan
standard dry bulk density for a certain soil type.f (OW) is a power function of water
content, 0, specific for this Sahelian soil (r2= 0.88):
/(ow) _ 3570(0a368
Finally, the rate of change in soil temperature can be calculated with
OT(i) +1)—FH(i)
	
a TCM(i)Ch(i)
where Ch is the volumetric soil heat capacity (J
ch co = 4 (Ochic+ Oq(Och,, + 0 (Och + 9(oc kw
with ck, Ø, and 0 (re ni3) the volume fractions of clay, quartz and organic matter
respectively. Ch.c,Ch.q,Ch..and Ch.v,are the volumetric heat capacities of clay, quartz,
organic matter and water, respectively, which have values of 2.4, 2.1, 2.5 and 4.2
MJ m3 K
The flux of water vapour for layers i=2,N is found from
(i) =fl D(i) AA —D
a ) (37)
where D(i) is an average vapour diffusivity (m2si) for layer i, p, is the vapour density in
the soil air (kg ni3) and fl is the vapour diffusion enhancement factor(set to 2.0, see Ten
Berge 1990).
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D(i)is defined by 1 Da(i)D0(i —1), where Dais the water vapour diffusivity in free
air (m2 sl). D, is calculated with Do(i) = D0((T(i) + To)1TgY75with Dc,(2.29 104) being
the vapour diffusivity at 10 °C and To=273.15 K.
The vapour densities are given by
p(i) = /7(01,„(i) (38)
where h is the relative humidity of the soil air (ranging from 0-1.0) and A, the saturated
vapour density in soil air (kg in"). A , is parameterised as an exponential function of soil
temperature, whereas h is a function of soil moisture, 0 (m3 ni3), using a simplified
adsorption isotherm (see Ten Berge 1990):
OR 0.8
h —
—
for 0 << 030
for 030< 0 < 43
0> 013




fch A
h= 0.8 + a2
h = 1.0
6130J
with A the density of soil water (1000 kg M3), fe the volume fraction of clay, A the
density of clay (2650 kg m-3) and A (0.01 kg water kgi clay for kaolinite clay, typical for
leached tropical soils) the gravimetric moisture content at /i = 0.8.0m is the corresponding
A 
volumetric water content at -30 MPa (equivalent to h = 0.8), which is given by 1/
ICPcA
A 5is the wilting point (pressure 1.5 MPa, h 2-- 0.99), given by
= —4)01 55ar +1) (1 (40)
which is another point to define the adsorption isotherm. 4 and 4 are the saturated and
reference soil moisture content, while a (Pai) and rr (-) are Van Genuchten hydraulic
parameters (see Table 3).
The liquid soil water flux, F1, is calculated using the concept of matrix flux potential
(Raats 1970) so that for t = 2, N
Fi(i) = (0(1) —0(i —1))1Az(i) +Fg(i) (41)
where (P(i) is the matrix flux potential (kg nt-' 54) and Fgis the liquid soil water flux due
to gravity (kg m' The matrix flux potential for i =1, N is calculated from
0( 0 = s
- eavOm)+ Mb
— Ma(l — em)
(42)
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with Maand Mb soil dependent coefficients and On,the reference moisture content in the
matrix flux potential. 0 is multiplied by a scale factor, S, to allow for easy changes in
hydraulic scale, simultaneously affecting moisture characteristic, conductivity and matrix
flux potential. For the top layer, F1(1) is the maximum of infiltrated rainfall over a half
hour period, P (kg m-2sd), and 0(1) / zlz(1)+ F8(1) .
Fg is given by Fg(i) = p1g17—(i),with g the gravitational acceleration (m s-2)and K(i)
the average hydraulic conductivity defined by K(i) =S 2 1K(i —1)K(i) (kg rti' si),
for i =2, N, while K(1)= K(1). For 0(i) 0„ K(i) is calculated from
	
K(i) = Ks5(011—(i— E(i)P lin )2 (43)
where Keis the saturated hydraulic conductivity (kg ml Pa s'). ForO(i) <4 , K(i) = 0.0.
In Eqn 43
=
	 and m = I-1/n. (44)
4 – 4
Finally, the total soil water flux is found from
F,„(i) = F1(i)+ F(i)
from which the rate of change in soil moisture can be calculated using
50(1) (Fw(i + — F,„(i)) 	 Ra


ATCM(i) + ATCM(i)
where R(i) is the root extraction resulting from transpiration fromthat layer. The latter
term on the RHS of Eqn (46) was not included in the original SALSA model, but has
been added here to enable changes in soil moisture caused by transpiration and not just by
evaporation from the soil.
R(i) was obtained from root density measurements of the bushes and the herb layer.
The absolute root density for the bushes, Rb and thc undergrowth, R. at a certain depth
below the surfacc, z(i), is given by
Rh = 0.1893exp(-I82z0)) (47a)
= 0.5062exp(-498*)) (47b)
where z(i) is incremented from 0 to 2.0 m (depth of soil profile) withsteps of 0.10 m. The
cumulative root density, 114 and ER. (0 < ER 1.0), i.e. the fraction of roots between the
soil surface and level z(i), can be calculated, and the root total extraction, Reg(i),found
using
Reg(i) = (1Rb(1)—114(i —1))AEb+(114(i)— 1120(1-1))2E. (48)
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where AEband 2E. (= A.Eh AEg)are the transpiration of the bushes and understorey (in
W rn-2ground area), respectively.
Finally, soil moisture and soil temperature arc updated with
0(s,i) =0(1 +LUSO1St (49a)
T(1,0 = T(s—1,i)+z1MT1St (49b)
where zit = 1800 s, and 00 —1,0and TO—1,0are thc soil moisture content and
temperature at the previous timestcp. 0(0,0 and T(0,i) are given inTable 2.
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1. Description of field site and conditions
Most data used in this study were collected by the Department of Meteorology,
Wageningen Agricultural University (WAUMET), the Netherlands, over a sparse West-
African savannah consisting of Guiera senegalensis (C3 metabolic pathway) bushes
(20% areal coverage), with a mixed understorey of grasses and herbs (50%) and bare
soil (30%). The dominant herb was Mitracarpus scaber (C3 metabolism), while the
grass layer was represented by the dominant species Digitaria guyana (C, metabolism).
The soil type can be described as sandy with 93% sand, 3% silt, and 4% clay (M. Soet,
personal communication, 1998). Measurements took place in the HAPEX-Sahel
campaign (Goutorbe a al. 1994) during August-October 1992 within the Central West
Supersite, CWS, (see Kabat a al. 1996; Gash et al. 1997) in the vicinity of Niamey,
Niger.
Only data obtained between days 251 and 283 (6 September - 9 October 1992) were
used in this report. During the first two weeks of this period conditions were generally
cloudy with rainfall occurring during the early morning of day 251 (20 mm), the
afternoon of day 254 (8 mm), the morning of day 256 (12 mm), the evening of day 258 (8
mm), and during the early morning (8mm) and afternoon (2 mm) of day 259. The last
rainfall occurred during the early morning of day 264 (0.5 mm). Thereafter, cloud cover
rapidly decreased and virtually cloudless skies dominated during the remainder of the
experimental period.
The total undergrowth reached a maximum leaf area index, L„,of 1.0 near the end of
the measurement campaign. Bush leaf area index, 4, increased from zero at the start
of the rains in June to about 0.35 at the end of October (Hanan & Prince 1997). After 1
October there was leaf yellowing and signs of senescence which were accounted for in
the model by decreasing L of all three species by 0.01 m2ni2 per day. More details of
the experimental site are given in Verhoef (1995), Verhoef a al. (1996a) and Kabat a
al. (1996).
3.2. Environmental driving and verification data
Microtneteorological data
Rainfall was sampled using a classical tipping bucket gauge, with a 400-cm2
collector. Each tipping, corresponding to 0.5 mm of rainfall, was recorded to the
second, which meant intensities of up to 1800 mmlil were measurable. This gauge was
located in close vicinity of the WAUMET site (distance 50 in) and was part of a 100
gauge network, which operated permanently between mid-April and the end of
November of each year between 1990 and 1993 (see Lebel et al. 1997). Rainfall was
accumulated into half-hourly sums. For the climate change sensitivity model runs, these
rainstorms were converted into units of kg ni2 s' and assumed to occur instantaneously
at the beginning of each half-hour interval. Only 70% of each rainstorm was assumed to
infiltrate into the soil because of interception and local runoff. This is a representative
value for Sahelian soils (see Stroosnijder 1982; Soet a al. 1993). For the calibration
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run, which was made with the SVAT described in Section 2.1, rainfall input data were
not required.
The driving variables, Dr and T at z = 4.5 m were measured using a psychrometer,
while is, was measured with a cup anemometer. Both instruments were manufactured at
WAUMET. Values for atmospheric CO2 concentration, C„ were obtained with an
infrared gas analyser (Model LI-6262, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) with the inlet
located at a height of 5.0 m. R1 was measured with a solarimeter (Type CM5, Kipp
and Zn, Delft, the Netherlands) at a height of 10 m, while R1.4was calculated from
Rist= ecT ,4, employing Brutsaert's (1975) equation, using vapour pressure and air
temperature, to find atmospheric emissivity, e,.
Soil heat flux under the bushes, G„, was estimated as the average of the output from
nine thermopile flux plates (TNO, Delft, the Netherlands) installed under a shrub at an
average depth of 0.04 m. Shallow soil temperature measurements were used to correct
Gt, for the heat storage in the soil layer overlying the plates. Gh, G1 and G, were
derived from an estimate obtained from the calorimetric method (Ga) using a soil
temperature profile at a sparsely vegetated plot, measured with horizontally inserted
PT-100 resistance thermometers, and corresponding estimates of soil heat capacity (see
Verhoef et al. 1996b). For the calibration run, it was assumed that G, = Gatand G„ =
= 0.5G,..„,whereas in the extended SVAT version G, (and Gh = Gi from 0.5G, )
was calculated with the soil model described in Section 2.3.
For model verification, the evaporative, sensible heat and net CO2 fluxes were
measured at a height of 5m with the eddy covariance technique using a three-axis sonic
anemometer (Solent A1012R2, Gill instruments Ltd., Lymington, Hampshire, UK) and
the differential closed-path infra-red gas analyser (see Verhoef 1995; Moncrieff et al.
1997). Due to instrument problems, no atmospheric flux data were available for days
257-260, day 271 and the morning of day 272, day 278 and during the middle of day 280.
Separate values of soil respiration were not measured and it is explained below how
estimates of this flux were obtained.
Total net radiation was measured at a height of 10 m using a net radiometer (type
Middleton, Funk, Germany). Values of the surface temperature were obtained using
infra-red thermometers, IRTs, (type KT15, Heimann, Wiesbaden, Germany). One IRT
was installed at a height of 1.60 m and was pointed downwards (90° orientation) above
the understorey between the shrubs, causing the instrument to 'see' between the upright
blades of grass. Its readings were therefore used to represent the surface temperatures
of bare soil, T,.,. The other IRT was pointed horizontally at the north-facing side of a
bush and used to verify predictions of Ts.hmade by the model. Surface temperatures of
the herbs and the grasses were not measured.
Soil moisture and soil temperature data
Profiles of volumetric soil water content (m3in-3)were obtained every other day using
neutron probes (CPN Hydroprobe, Model 503) and Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR).
Four neutron access tubes were located close (within = 150 m) to the WAUMET site
(tubes 23, 24, 25 and 29), which were all installed under a relatively sparse herbaceous
understorey. The plots were either flat (local slope 0-1 a 2%) or slightly sloping (1 a 2% -
3%). All plots were located within a radius of 2 m from a bush. Neutron probe
measurements were made at depths of approximately 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75,
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0.95, 1.15, 1.35, 1.55 and 1.70 m. The procedure involved one 16s count time reading
per depth layer (Cuenca et aL 1997). The access tube no. 24 (z 50 m away from the
WAUMET site) was surrounded by TDR-probes in triplo at depths of 0.05, 0.10
(horizontal), 0.2-0.3 and 0.4-0.5 (vertical) m.
For verification of the soil moisture predictions of the model, we used the TDR
measurements (average of probes at 0.10 and 0.2-0.3 m) for the first soil layer (0-0.3 m,
see Table 2). This was done because of the relative inaccuracy of neutron probes close to
the surface. The 0-estimates for the other layers were compared with the neutron probe
data of tube 23 75 m away from the WAUMET site, in close proximity to the rain
gauge). Because of the thickness of the layers chosen in the model configuration (see
Table 2) the data at (exact) depths of 0.41, 0.81, 1.21 and 1.76 mwere used to calibrate
and verify the soil moisture predictions.
Soil temperatures have been measured with PT-I00 resistance thermometers
horizontally inserted at several depths at two plots, located approximately 5 m apart. The
resistance elements had a diameter of about 3 mm. Both temperatureprofiles were located
beneath the directly exposed understorey. One of the plots was sparsely vegetated,
whereas the other plot exhibited more vegetation (grass and herbs) than average. Each
temperature array consisted of five thermometers installed at depths of 0.03, 0.05, 0.10,
0.25 and 0.50 m. For verification of the soil temperatures in the centreof compartment 1
and 2 (0.15 and 0.45 m depth, respectively), we used the average of the thermometers
located at depth 0.10 and 0.25 m and the deepest thermometer, both installed under the
sparsely vegetated plot.
To measure thermal conductivity, thermal conductivity probes, developed by
WAUMET, were placed in between the temperature sensors, at depths of 0.015, 0.04,
0.075, and 0.15 m. They were connected to a portable data logger several times per day
(three times during the wet period, one or two times during the dryperiod) so they could
be read. The values obtained at 0.15 m under the relatively bare plot,in combination with
the average of the TDR measurements at 0.10 and 0.2-0.3 m were usedto derive the KT-0
dependency employed in the model (see Eqn 34).
Vegetation data
Leaf stornatal conductance data, gt, =11,1,, as measured with a porometer, were
obtained for the three main plant types (Verhoef 1997; Hanan & Prince 1997), which
allowed for calculation of the eight model parameters describing Pn., and r1 , using a
non-linear least squares optimization as will be explained later. Measurements of
Mitracarpus scaber leaf conductance, representing 81.n,were multiplied by 0.75, as
measurements of gin were suspected to be too high (see Verhoef 1997).
Leaf area index, L (m2 leaf ni2 soil), and biomass (kg ha1) estimates at the CWS were
obtained by harvest methods. Guiera senegalensis leaf and new wood dry biomass and
herb layer dry biomass were estimated at intervals throughout the growing period. The
sampling method for Guiera involved destructive harvesting of 12-30bushes at each date,
separation of leaf and new wood material and determination of dry weight. Allometric
relationships were derived between bush volume and biomass for each sampling date.
Area weighted estimates were obtained using the known distributions of bush dimensions
and bush density on the site. Estimating the dry biomass of the herb layer involved the
stratification of the total herb layer into classes of increasing biomass. This was done at 1
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m intervals on 2-3 transects totalling 400-500 m in length. Destructive harvesting of 12-
20 0.5 m2quadrats gave an estimate of dry mass for each class. Area weighted estimates
were obtained using the known frequency of each class obtained from the transects
(Hanan et al. 1997).
Because biomass estimates are subject to sampling error, day-number dependent
growth curves fittcd to the data were used (HAPEX-Sahel database,N. Hanan).
= al exp-exPL-4(DA1-cl))


= a,, exp-exp(-k,(DAY-c,,,))


Bh = ah(1.0+ exp(—bh(DAY —ch))


where B1, B,, and Bhare the Guiera leaf biomass, Guiera new woodbiomass, and the herb
layer leaf biomass in kg haSt,respectively. The constants are at = 357.4, a,, = 179.9, ; =
1324.5, b1= -.0392, by,—0.0012, bh= 0.0872, ci= 200.045, c= 293.996,CI,= 258.426.
Leaf area indices were estimated using specific leaf area (leaf area/leaf mass)
relationships determined for each of the major species or, for the mixed-species herb
layer, using canopy averaged values. For more information on vegetation sampling
methods see Flanan et aL (1997).
3.3. Model parameters
Vegetation
The albedos and surface emissivities used in Eqn 10 were given the following values: ah
= at, = as = 0.20, a, = 0.25, Et,= eh = Cg = 0.98, c, = 0.93. The leaf widths of the
bushes, herbs and grasses, 1„ needed in Eqn 4, were 0.02, 0.05 and 0.005 m,
respectively. The roughness lengths, zocti,for the bushes and understorey, as required
in Eqns 3-5 were taken as 10% of their respective heights, which were set to 2.3 and
0.5 m, respectively. Displacement height, d„ was calculated as 75% of the upperstorey
and understorey height. The effective displacement and roughness length for the total
surface were obtained from the model as described in Verhoef et al. (1997), giving the
values zon,= 0.25 m and d = 1.5 m. The decay coefficient n was assumed to be 2.5,
which is a value used in many SVATs (see Shuttleworth & Wallace 1985, for example).
The coverage fractions were at, = 0.2, ; = as = 0.5 and a, = 0.3. For all three
vegetation types p is set to a standard value of 1.0. For the calibration runs, values for
C and L, and the values of root-weighted volumetric soil moisture content, 4 (see Eqn
Al I) were obtained from N. Hanan (personal communication, 1994). For the extended
model runs these values were found from the descriptions of growth and soil moisture
distribution given in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The constant c in Eqn A10, related to the
soil moisture status, equals - 1498 and -2313 rn for Mitracatpus and Digitaria,
respectively (see Hanan & Prince, 1997). The soil moisture-related multiplication
factor, fo (see Eqn A10), was set to 1.0 for the bushes.
Table 1 gives the parameters required in the growth model (Section 2.2). Lo
estimates for Maracarpus and Digitaria were derived from measurements of total
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undergrowth leaf area index and estimates of relative contribution of herbs and grasses
to the undergrowth L by N. Hanan (personal communication, 1994). Values of s were
taken from Hanan et al. (1997). Guiera root production was not measured in the field.
To find Wrix,for this species it was assumed that total root production was equal to total
above-ground production. Wn.0for the two undergrowth species wasestimated as 2 W.
The shoot and leaf fraction were not measured and had to be derived from the literature
(Breman & Kessler 1995).
Table 1. Plant parameters used in the growth model. Values are based on
measurements unless followed by which indicates they are estimated.
Guiera Mitraca us Di itaria
Lo (day 251) 0.286 0.272* 0.129*
14;,.0 (day 251) 312 266 (Loh)* 258 (Lois)*
KA) (day 251) 34.5 80 65'
K.0 (day 251) 350 532 (2 Ks)* 516 (2 wa
s 0.000916 0.001024 0.0005
fib 0.4 0.3 0.5'
0.6 0.7' 0.7'
Soil
Table 2 gives the thickness of the 5 soil layers, as required in Eqn 30, among others,
and the initial model estimates of soil moisture and soil temperature.
Table 2. Thickness of soil compartments and initial (Day 251, 0.25 h) profiles of soil
moisture and soil temperature.
[m] 0(0,0 [m3 T (0,) C]
1 0.3 0.10 29.1
2 0.3 0.11 33.6
3 0.4 0.11 34.0
4 0.5 0.11 35.0
5 0.5 0.11 35.0
Table 3 shows the various model parameters used in the soil algorithm. Mb, Mband n
were obtained from Stroosnijder (1982) which represent a Sahelian sandy soil. a, Ks, 4
and 4 were derived from the multistep outflow method, which is a laboratory method
involving fitting of a one-dimensional unsaturated flow model, which describes soil
hydraulic properties using the analytical Mualem-Van Genuchten functions, on a
measured timeseries of soil core outflow data (see Soet et a/. 1993). This method also
provided a value for n (2.38), but preliminary testing indicated thata lower value suited
the data better, and hence the value of 1.4 as given by Stroosnijder (1982) was adopted.
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Dry bulk densities p: were taken as 1530, 1400, 1350, 1300and 1300 for layers 1
to 5 (see Verhoef et al. 1996b).
Table 3. Model parameters used in the soil algorithm.
Parameter/variable Value
Number of soil compartments, N 5
Hydraulicsoilproperties


Saturated soil moisture content, 0, 0.36
Residival soil moisture content, 0 0.01
Reference soil moisture content in matrix flux
potential, 0,„
0.25
Parameter in matrix flux potential function, M, 0.000471
Parameter in matrix flux potential function, Mb 0.046
Saturated hydraulic conductivity, K, 0.0000021
Van Genuchten parameter, a 0.000356
Van Genuchten parameter, n 1.4
Scale factor, S 2.0
Soil composition


Volume fraction clay, 0.04
Volume fraction quartz, 0, 0.45
Volume fraction organic matter, O. 0.01
Porosity, 0 0.50
Standard dry bulk densityp:istni(sandy soils) 1500
Units
rn3M4
rn3M3
in3/71
kg nil s-I
kg M-1Pad 54
Pal
In3m-3
in3M3
in3M4
in' n13
kg trf 3
3.4. Optimisation of photosynthesis-leaf conductance model
Least-squares estimates of the eight parameters, g.(@25), P...(@)25), gin(T1),grn(T2),
Pman.(TI) Pm,,t,,(T2)t and f required for the description of leaf stomatalsmut 0'
resistance of Guiera senegalensis, Mitracarpusscaber and Digitaria guyana were
obtained using a nonlinear regression procedure involving Eqns 1-18. This procedure
was executed three times to find the stomatal resistance parameters for the bushes,
herbs and grasses, respectively, using an input file containing 74 simultaneous half-
hourly observations of 2
,,Lo 2t1.11and Ay together with the required atmospheric driving
variables 1?1, T„ D„ C„ u„ and root-weighted volumetric soil moisture content, Or
While finding the parameter estimates for the bushes, for example, measured values of
gui and Ai were used to calculate AEh,AEsetc.Measuredvalues ofF, were used to find
Cofrom Eqn 17, so estimates of P„,and R„ (see Eqn 15) were not required during this
optimisation.
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3.5. Parameterisation of soil respiration
Having obtained the model parameters from the fitting procedure described above, the
model was run with all the half-hour values available between days 251 and 284 as
input. This was done to determine the values of soil respiration, because, as mentioned
above, direct measurements of this flux were not available. The values for Ic„, were
derived from Eqn 15, using measured values of F, and model estimates of P
- n,0 1n,h1 and
In this way 960 half-hourly values of R„, were determined, representing both
daytime and nighttime conditions. Consecutively, values for the parameters a and b in
Eqn 16 were then optimised using these 960 values of soil respiration, together with
values of total L and predicted soil surface temperature (7;.).
The calibrated Eqn 16 describing soil respiration, allowed us to perform a final run
yielding estimates of F,, the energy balance and surface temperatures. The model
predictions of this calibrated run will be verified below.
3.6. Water use efficiency
The component predictions of Pn.,and AE,can be used to calculate water use efficiency,
WUE, an important parameter in agricultural studies. WUE can be defined as the ratio
between photosynthesis and transpiration (e.g. Jones 1983; Baldocchi et al. 1985).
Here, we modelled the dimensionless WUE as:
WUE, = A .10-6(a,L; Pro1a1AE1) (51)
Because indices of photosynthesis over transpiration have been reported to be
sensitive to low levels of irradiance (Baldocchi et al. 1985), WUE will only be
calculated for periods when Rio,> 300 W rn-2(see also Verhoef et al. 1996a).
3.7. Procedure for sensitivity analysis
To investigate the effect of a possible change in climate, a sensitivity analysis was
performed with the extended SVAT using three perturbations. These were: (i) doubled
concentration of atmospheric CO2, (ii) air temperature increased by 1.5 °C and (iii)
both (i) and (ii) applied. The fluxes and surface temperatures predicted by the three
pertubation runs were compared to the results for the reference run. For this
comparison the average diurnal course of the experimental period was calculated (n P--
1490 half-hourly flux estimates).
The results of the reference run (the extended model with standard input of C, and Tr)
will be verified first (Section 4.6) to ensure they are a realistic representation of the
savannah ecosystem.
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4. RESULTS
4.1. Least squares fitting procedure
Table 4 shows the optimised values for the parameters in ihe photosynthesis-leaf
conductance model as found from the least squares fitting procedure for each of the
three species. The coefficients of determination, r2, were 0.79, 0.47 and 0.74 for
Guiera,Mitracarpusand Digitaria, respectively.
Table 4. Parameters in the photosynthesis-leaf conductance model (see Appendix 1)
derived from the porometry data for Guiera Senegalensis,Mitraccupusscaber and
Digitaria. X(Q)25) denotes the parameter value at 25 ° C.
Guiera Parameter(X) X(@25) T1 T2
Senegalensis


°C (°C


gm (m s'1) 0.0147 6 37


Pm,,,,, (mg M2 SC1) 0.70 6 37


DEnua(mbar) 29.9



(-) 0.94


Mitracarpus
scaber




gm (m sd) 0.0013 3 47


Pm.„„,(mg ni2 $.1) 1.6 3 52


(mbar) 59.1



(-) 0.96


Digitaria
ana




gm (m s"') 0.0087 9 41


Prnau„(mg n12s'1) 0.75 9 43


Du,. (mbar) 48.0



0 0.23


We acknowledge that a large number of parameters (eight) is fitted simultaneously
and that an equally good fit could probably be obtained with a different combination of
parameters. However, the parameters presented in Table 1 are fairly realistic and
compare well to parameters found in the literature (see Jacobs 1994).This is underlined
by the fact that T .2 for gm= T1.2for P in all three cases. Furthermore, J for themmui
grass Digitaria is = 0.3, which is the value quoted for C4species (Jacobs 1994).
4.2. The energy balance and net CO2 flux
The parameters in Eqn 16, describing soil respiration, were a = 0.038 (mg M2 sl) and
b = 0.047 (° c1), r2 = 0.70. With the parameterisation of Rg„,the final calibration run
was performed and its estimates of the total fluxes, R„, AS, H and Fc are compared to
their measured values in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Each graph is divided into four subgraphs
with each subgraph showing 4 to 5 days. The first subgraph from the top (a) represents
several days during the wet period (day number 252-256, i.e. 8-12 September), whereas
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the second one (b) depicts the results for days 265-269 (21-25 September), which are
just after the final rainfall. The third graph (c) shows the comparison for days 275-279
(1-5 October), when soil moisture was rapidly diminishing, while the final graph (d)
gives the results for days 280-283 (6-9 October) when the vegetation was showing signs
of senescense. Each day runs from 0.00 until 24.00 hours. In Figs. 2-4 the lines give
the model estimates and each dot represents a half-hourly average of flux data. Only the
datapoints satisfying IRri—AE —H —G15.75 W m-2arc shown.
Fig. 2 shows very good agreement between measured and modelled values of total
net radiation, during the entire measurement campaign for both daytime and nocturnal
conditions. Rnappears to decrease by about 10% from the beginning to the end of the
period, falling below 600 W ni2 during the last few days of the campaign, mainly as a
result of increasing surface temperatures as will be shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 3 generally shows a good correspondence between measured and modelled values
of AE and H. During most of the days peak values of AE are between 250 and 350 W
Peak values of H are more variable, but they usually range between 100-200 W
Sensible heat flux becomes negative relatively early during the day (around 1600 hours
GMT), which allows evaporation to continue until about 1800 hoursGMT. In Fig. 3a, the
cloudy conditions are the reason of the capricious course for both the measured and
modelled fluxes. Agreement between predicted and measured fluxes gets better in Fig.
3b. Fig. 3c shows that towards the end of the campaign, estimates of A.Eare generally
slightly too high (and hence estimates of H too low), which is probably a result of L being
too large, even though L has been forced to decrease after day 275. A small amount of
evaporation was measured during most nights which was simulated by arbitrarily setting
the leaf conductance of the three vegetation types to 0.0005 m
Fig. 4 shows that the measurements of Fe exhibit a large variability, especially
during the night when stable conditions occurred. Although daytime maximum values
of net CO2flux are on the whole predicted well by the model, with predictions slightly
overestimating during days 280-283, the F; values during the late afternoon transition
hours are often underestimated (see Fig. 4b). During these hours, Eqn 16 is
overestimating actual soil respiration. Furthermore, nighttime CO2efflux seems to be
overestimated by the model towards the end of the period, when soil surface
temperatures were generally higher, but the vegetation was senescing and hence root
respiration was expected to become lower.
4.3. Surface temperatures
Fig. 5 shows the model predictions and measurements of bush and bare soil surface
temperatures. Because separate continuous measurements of To and T„t were not
available, only Ts.band T, were considered in this graph.
Measured peak surface temperatures for the bushes roughly range between 32 °C
and 40 °C. Highest values were observed towards the end of the measurement
campaign, especially on day 281, when high vapour pressure deficits caused leaf
conductance, and hence evaporation, for all three species to be very low (see Verhoef a
al. I996a). During the night, lowest temperatures were about 22 °C.
Measured soil surface temperatures were lowest on days after or during which
rainfall occurred: peak values on these days were about 45 °C. At the end of the
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campaign values close to 60 °C were observed. During the night Ts.s was usually very
similar to To, which is to be expected.
Correspondence between measurements and data is usually very good. However, the
influence of rainfall is visible in Fig. 5a: overestimations of 7, occur on days 252, 255
and 256, when soil moisture had increased after rainfall occurring during the previous
night or morning. With increased soil moisture the constant value of r,., --=1000 as used
before day 261, was clearly too high. Relating rs., to soil moisture, as described in
Verhoef (1995), would avoid this overestimation. The rainfall during day 254 and 255
also caused a failure of the infrared radiometer installed to measure To during the
nights of days 254 and 255.
Table 5 presents the statistics for comparison between measurements (dependent
variable) and model estimates (independent variable) of the fluxes and the surface
temperatures. The linear regression has been forced through the origin. In all cases the
model accounted for a large percentage of the variance in the measurements. Nearly all
of the variance (99%) could be explained for Rn,whereas for the predictions of AE r2 =
0.93. Lowest values were found for H (2 = 0.82) and F, (r2 = 0.81). For all the
variables presented in Table 5, the slope was 1.0, meaning that the model was
overestimating the flux or surface temperature. On average, the overestimation was 2,
9, 11, 18, 0 and 3% for R, AE, H, Fn, Ts.band To. No noticeable non-linearities were
observed for the agreement between model and measurement.
Table 5. Statistics for comparison between model predictions and measurements of
energy balance fluxes Rn,AE and H, net CO2flux and bush and soil surface temperatures.
The slope refers to the slope of a linear regression with zero intercept between data and
predictions. The number of samples varies depending on the number of occasions (half
hours) of instrument failure for a certain flux or surface temperature.
Variable Slope r2 Number of samples
Rn 0.98 0.99 1073
AE 0.91 0.93 945
H 0.89 0.82 954
F, 0.82 0.81 923
Ts,b 1.00 0.87 1021
Tss 0.97 0.93 1027
A similar pattern was observed by Baldocchi & Harley (1995), who found that their
CANOAK model explained 78% of variance in measured H and 73% of the variance in
F„ as compared to 99% and 86% for Rnand AE, respectively, for 197 samples over a
deciduous forest.
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4.4. Predictions of component fluxes and surface temperatures
Fig. 6 shows that the largest available energy is predicted for the bushes, which have
low surface temperatures, and hence low outgoing longwave radiation, and small values
of soil heat flux because soil temperatures under the shaded bushes are low. The
available energy for the other three surfaces is quite similar, although Fig. 6a shows
that during the wet period As is considerably lower. This is caused by low Lt values at
the start of the period because R„.,,and /44 are multiplied by their relative share in total
undergrowth L (see Eqn 10).
From Fig. 7 it is clear that the bush transpiration is largest throughout the whole
period. During the wet and the early dry-out period, highest values are around 600
W m-2.With L„,slowly decreasing after day 275, peak values decrease to 400 W ni2.
With D, increasing towards the end, A.E;starts to show signs of midday depression (see
days 279, 281 and 282). Herb transpiration has a peak value of zt:350 W m", which
diminishes to 200 W m" as day number increases. The rapidly developing grasses
show a dramatic increase in AE„ from about 50 W ni2 to peak values ranging between
150 and 200 W tn"2. On a diurnal scale, transpiration of the grasses appears to peak
after the herbs and bushes. Finally, the bare soil evaporation, with highest values of
about 100 W rii2, rapidly decreases after the final rainfall, when r,.,quickly decreases.
The variation of the component sensible heat fluxes exhibits a more complicated
pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 8. During most days, sensible heat flux originating from
the bare soil is clearly highest, because of the small evaporation. On average, lowest
values are predicted for the herbs, with li b PZ 0 or going slightly negative during the
afternoon. A clearer diurnal pattern, with a midday peak, is visible during the rainy
period and during days 282-283. The predictions for the grasses are always positive
during the daytime. The bushes exhibit a distinct diurnal pattern: after relatively high
positive values during the morning, 14 sharply drops to reach negative values of down
to -200 W rri1.During these hours the bushes are using energy which originates from
the relatively hot grasses and bare soil, to maintain their high levels of transpiration.
The values of A„ 2E1 and H, in Figs. 6-8 have to be multiplied by a, to obtain the
evaporation on a ground area basis.
Fig. 9 depicts the course of the net CO2assimilation on a groundarea basis (= L1)
for the three plant species together with thc soil/root respiration (depicted as -Rwil).The
grasses, having the lowest values during the beginning of the period(lowest L), rapidly
increase to have the highest values from day 265 onwards. During most of the time the
bushes and the herbs have similar values of P„,L,, but the influence of the drying
atmosphere clearly starts to show during the last 5 days of the campaign,when the Po Lb
becomes lower and starts to dip during the middle of the day, as was also observed for
A.Eb.The respiration clearly increases when the plant-soil system dries out and soil
temperature increases. On a leaf area basis, the three species producequite similar values
of net photosynthesis. Peak values of Digitariarange between 0.8 and 1.0 mg ri12
which the highest values occurring during the wet period. Between days 251-255,
Mitracarpusreaches maximum values of 0.8-0.9 mg rn-1s1 , butpeak values decrease
thereafter and lowest values (0.6 mg rri2si are observed around day275-280 when Dr is
highest. Maximum values of net photosynthesis for Guierais fairlyconstant over the 30-
day period with peak values of around 0.8 mg m" s-1.The diurnal course of lin.,for the
three species is similar, especially for the bushes and thc herbs.
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The course of the simulated surface temperatures for the four surface components is
given in Fig. 10. As expected, and as also illustrated in Fig. 5, T„,is much higher than
the surface temperatures of the vegetation, whereas the herbs and the bushes have very
similar values during most of the days. During sunshine hours, the grasses are usually
around 3-5 °C warmer that the two other species, although these differences become
less towards the end of the measurement campaign. During the night all components
have a similar temperature.
4.5 Water use efficiency
Fig. 11 shows the modelled dimensionless water use efficiency of the three species as a
function of their surface vapour pressure deficits, D„,.
For the two C3 species, Guiera and Mitracarpus, WUE ranges roughly between
0.004 and 0.01, whereas the grasses, using the C4 pathway, have WUEs that are about
three times as high. Furthermore, there is an obvious relationship between WUE and
Dy.blsfor Guiera (r2 = 0.92) and Digitaria (r2 = 0.94), showing a sharp increase in
WUEwhen DEtvs< 20 mbar, which does not hold for Mitracarpus(-2 = 0.04).
4.6 Verification of the extended SVAT
The original SVAT model was run with measured values of L, measured soil heat flux,
prescribed course of r„, (dependent on day number) and root weighted soil moisture
content, OrNow, measured values of soil heat flux have been replaced by predictions
with a soil model describing both soil heat and soil moisture transport. The predictions of
soil moisture have been used to describe the dependency of r,, on 8 before the final rain
storm (r = 700(0087 instead of r,, = 1000, which caused poor predictions of T) and to
updatc or (see Eqn Al 1). The interactions and feedbacks between the atmosphere,
vegetation and soil have been included by incorporating a simple growth model, driven
by daily total net CO2uptake, and by allowing for soil water extraction by the roots of the
upper and understorey. The ability of this new fully interactive model set-up to describe
the actual course of L, 0 and the energy and CO2fluxes and surface temperatures, will be
briefly tested in the following paragraphs.
Soil
Fig. 12 compares the model predictions of soil moisture content in layers 1 and 2 with
the data obtained from TDR and neutron probes. There appears to be a very good
agreement between predictions and measurements during the entire period, supporting the
reliability of soil hydraulic parameter estimates (see Table 3) and the root extraction
function (Eqn 48).
Fig. 13 gives the measured and predicted courses of soil temperatures at these same
levels. Again, agreement is good, indicating that the parameters describing soil heat
transport (e.g. thermal conductivity) arc fairly realistic. The correspondence between
predicted and measured soil heat flux (see Fig. 16a) will provide the final verification of
the soil model.
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Vegetation
Fig. 14 shows the measured values (symbols) and model estimates (lines) of L for the
three surface components. With the parameter estimates given in Table 1, needed in the
growth module, the model is able to mimic the course of L during the 32 days. Note that
Lbis virtually constant with time, while the largest increase in L is observed for the
grasses.
Linked to the change in L is the change in leaf biomass. Fig. 15a compares the
predicted and 'measured' (see Eqns 50 a and b which are based on a fit through the
measurements) course in leaf biomass, Wk,and stem (new wood), W„, biomass for the
Guiera senegalensis shrubs. Increase in both leaf and new wood biomass is small and
measurements and predictions correspond well. Fig. 15b gives the leaf and root biomass
for the total herb undergrowth (herbs plus grasses). 'Measured' values of Wh,were
calculated with Eqn 50c, whereas measured values of IV„were taken from Fig. 2c by
Hanan et al. (1997). Model estimates of leaf and root biomass are the sum of Wh,and W„
as separately calculated for the herbs and grasses. Fig. 15shows goodagreement between
model and reality.
Energy balance and CO2fluxes
Fig. 16 shows a comparison between predictions and measurements of the energy
fluxes (Fig. 16a and b), the net CO2 flux (Fig. 16c), and the bush and bare soil surface
temperatures (Fig. I6d) for days 269 and 270 (25 and 26 September). Fig. 16a compares
total net radiation, Ro and soil heat flux, G„ The latter was measured under a sparsely
vegetated understorey plot (closed circles) and its predictions (solid line), obtained from
the soil model, were used to estimate G for the bare soil (1.0G) andthe herbs and grasses
(0.5G3. Agreement is good for both fluxes, both during daytime and nighttime. G, is
slightly underestimated. Reasonable agreement between model and measurements was
also found for latent heat flux, A,E,and sensible heat flux, H. The large scatter in the
measured AE and H is caused by the sensitivity of the eddy correlation method to its
necessary corrections (see Moncrieff et at 1997). Predictions of F (Fig. 16c) are
satisfactory, especially during the daytime.
Fig. 16d shows that the model is also able to estimate bush and soil surface
temperature well, although a slight shift is now observed between the measured and
predicted diurnal course of 7',.„ which is mainly caused by using calculated instrad of
measured soil heat flux. Table 6 shows the comparison between model predictions and
measurements of energy balance fluxes R„ G, A.Eand H, nerCO2 flux and bush and soil
surface temperatures for all the half-hourly data available (n = 913). These values are
comparable to those presented in Table 5, which supports the reliability of the predictions
obtained with the extended SVAT.
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Table 6. Statistics for comparison between model predictions and measurements of
energy balance fluxes Re, G, AE and H, net CO, flux and bush and soil surface
temperatures (n = 913). The slope refers to the slope of a linear rcgression with zero
intercept between data and predictions.
Variable Slope r2
Re 0.98 1.00
G 1.17 0.92
AE 0.82 0.90
H 0.75 0.81
Fe 0.67 0.77
To, 1.02 0.87
T„ 0.98 0.93
4.7 Sensitivity analysis
Fig. 17 shows the effect of a doubling in atmospheric CO2 concentration, C„ a 1.5 °C
increase in air temperature, T„and a combination of both on the total latent heat flux, AE
(Fig. 17a), and on the predictions of A.Eh(Fig. I7b), A.Eh(Fig. I7c),AE8(Fig. 17d) and AE,
(Fig. 17e). The solid line represents the reference run, the dotted line the doubling of Cr,
the dashed line the results for the run with increased air temperature (T,+ 1.5), whereas
the dashed-dotted line depicts the predictions when both driving variables are changed.
The diurnal course shown in Fig. 17 is based on the average of the 32-day dataset (n
1490 half-hourly flux estimates). A doubling of C, leads to a considerable decrease in
total AR, whereas a separate or combined increase in Tr has only a small effect (an
increase in T, causing a small increase in AE). The effect of a change in C„ 7',or both
variables on AEb is comparable to that for total AE, but differences are much more
pronounced. With a doubling in C„ bush evaporation is only about one third of the
original values. The considerable decrease in AE,,is predominantlycaused by a similarly
large decrease in bush stomatal conductance, as shown in Fig. 20a.
For the herbs, a totally different picture emerges, with a much smaller change in
evaporation when the atmospheric driving variables are changed. Inthis case, an increase
in C„ 7',or both causes an increase in AE,„with highest values observedwhen both C, and
T, are changed. This is caused by the fact that, although stomatal conductance is
significantly reduced by increased C, and/or T, (see Fig. 20b), the largely increased CO2
uptake by the herbs (see Fig. 18c), causes a rapid increase in 4 (see Fig. 21b) which
counteracts the potential decrease in evaporation caused by an increasein Cr.
The results for the grasses are comparable to those observed forthe shrubs, again an
increase in T, clearly slightly favours evaporation, whereas a doubling of C„ causing a
severely reduced stomatal conductance (see Fig. 20c), lowers AE8, this time by
approximately 75%.
The bare soil evaporation is only slightly influenced by changes in atmospheric
driving variables. In this case, increasing the air temperature has thelargest influence.
Figure 18 shows the same comparison as given in Fig. 17, but this time for the CO2
flux. Total net CO, uptake by the savannah system is obviously increased under
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conditions of doubled atmospheric CO2 concentration. An increase in T„ however, causes
a decrease in F, as compared to the reference run, especially during midday. For the
combined change in C, and T„ the early morning peak becomes more pronounced. The
increase in F; is mainly caused by the increased values of surface CO2 concentration, C„
which determines the driving force C5-C,(see Eqn 7).
By contrast, the uptake of CO2 by the bushes appears to be hardly affected by a
doubling in C„ with marginally higher values observed during early morning and late
afternoon. An increase in Tr results in a lower uptake, while changing C, and Tr
simultaneously clearly reduces Pab, predominantly during the afternoon.
The effect of a changing environment on Po is entirely different; a scenario with a
doubled CO2 concentration, and an increase in both C, and T„ show a dramatic increase in
Po. The effect of T, separately is very small and positive. Furthermore, no midday
depression is observed.
For the grasses, the increase in net photosynthetic rate resulting from a doubling in C,
is relatively small, compared to the herbs. The effect of an increase in Tr is comparable,
but negative.
The influence of the different scenarios on the efflux of CO2 by the savannah, the soil
respiration, is shown in Fig. 18e. The largest increase in R., is obtained with the
combined scenario, giving an absolute increase of z-0.1 mg ni2
The changed values of latent heat flux and net photosynthetic rate will naturally
influence the water use efficiency, WUE (see Eqn 51). It appeared that for all three
species WUE roughly doubled when C, was increased. The increase in WUE for the total
savannah system was slightly less (80%), because of the counteracting effect of increased
soil respiration for the 2C1scenario. A rise in Tr lowered WUE slightly in all cases.
Fig. 19 shows the surface temperatures for the bushes, herbs, grasses and bare soil,
respectively, under the four different climate scenarios. Largest differences are predicted
for the bushes, especially when C, and Trare increased simultaneously (v.'s5 °C increase in
T,b). This is the result of the large drop in AEb,as shown in Fig. 17b.
The maximum increase in surface temperature is much smaller for the herbs and the
grasscs, about 2-3 °C at the most. This is related to the smaller difference in AR between
the four scenarios as compared to the bushes. The same applies to Tu.
Fig. 20 shows the average diurnal course of stomatal conductance for the three plant
species. In all cases a similar pattern can be observed, with the highest conductances
calculated for the reference case and the lowest for the combined case. Figs. 20 a and c
show the largest reductions.
The effect of a different latent heat flux under the four scenarios is illustrated in Fig.
21, which plots the daily averaged soil moisture content of the first soil layer during days
251-283. Highest values arc observed for the cases with increased C„ when A.E is lower
(see Fig. I 7a). For Tr+ 1.5, Ois reduced, mainly as a result of increased A.E.
Finally, Fig. 22 shows the effect of the changes in Cr and T, on 4,, 4, and L8,
respectively. Changes in Lb are small, which is to be expected on the basis of Fig. 18b.
Highest values are calculated for the 2C, case,while lowest values are found for the Tr +
1.5 scenario. Fig. 22b shows a dramatic increase (50%) in 4, when C, is doubled (with or
without a simultaneous increase in Tr), which is linked to the results given in Fig. 18c. 11,
however, is only marginally influenced by the change in driving variables, and follows a
similar course to the one depicted in Fig. 22a.
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5. DISCUSSION
The least-square fitting procedure led to satisfactory estimates of the model parameters
in the photosynthesis model of Jacobs et al. (1996). Although comparison material for
the three savannah species is not available in the literature, the values of maximum
photosynthetic rate, Pa,„.„„,can roughly be verified using the information given by
Wullschleger (1993), who lists values of the maximum rate of carboxylation, Vcbm,
which approximately equals 2P.., for 109 C3 species. According to Wullschleger,
understorey herbs and forbs have a mean Venn],of 66 prnol m' s (range: 11-148 umol
n12 For Mitracarpus, equals 36 pmol m' s" (equal to 1.6mg ni" s , Table 1),
which brings its Vcrbn(72 pmol m2s1) very close to 66. Wullschleger's average Vc„„,
value for scicrophyllous shrubs is 53 umol m" s"' (n=7, range: 35-71umol ni" sj, so the
Guiera (16 umol m" s") leads to a Vcril,which is at the lowerend of the range.
Figs. 2-4 show that the predictions of the total energy balance and CO2 fluxes
compare well with the measurements. The reliability of the micrometeorological fluxes
used for verification of the model has been demonstrated in Gash et al. (1997), Lloyd et
al. (1997) and Moncrieff et al. (1997). However, it is more difficult to check the
separate component fluxes of AE„H, and Pa.,as predicted by the SVAT, because very
few data of in-situ leaf photosynthesis and leaf evaporation were available. At the
experimental site (CWS), two sapflow gauges were installed by the Winand Staring
Centre, Wageningen, the Netherlands, around stems of Guiera senegalensis trees, to
estimate bush transpiration. We compared the sapflow of the two gauges, measured
between day 251 and 284, to the model predictions of ttEb. There was good agreement
between the measured and predicted course of transpiration for both gauges (r2 = 0.91
and 0.92, respectively), but the sapflow was on average only 75 and 66% of that
predicted by the model for gauge 1 and gauge 2, respectively. The small number of
gauges makes it difficult to decide if the model is overestimating. However, for a
similar savannah, Allen & Grime (1995) found that the transpiration of the Guiera
shrubs (at, = 0.2) was approximately 35% of the total evaporation for the whole
season. This percentage compares well with our values presented in Figs. 3 and 7: if we
plot model outcomes of aAEbagainstAE, we find that on average the bush transpiration
equals 35% of the total evaporation (r2 = 0.99), which supports our model estimates.
No measurements of leaf photosynthesis were available at this savannah site, but
CO2fluxes at the leaf scale were recorded at the Southern Supersite (Levy et al. 1997),
which was located at a distance of approximately 50 km 'from the CWS. The latter
fallow bush site had not been planted with millet for about seven years and semi-natural
vegetation similar to the one at the CWS, i.e. Guiera senegalensisshrubs with an
understorey of grasses and herbs, had regrown. The leaf area index for the shrubs at
the SSS increased from approximately 0.3 to 0.4 between days 250 and 280, which is
comparable to the values observed at the CWS. Simultaneous measurements of leaf CO2
flux and stomatal conductance were made using a portable open gas exchange system.
Levy et al. (1997) find leaf CO2 flux for Guierasenegalensis,as measured between
July and October 1992 (the end of the HAPEX-Sahel campaign), to vary between 0
umol Ii12 leaf area s' at 0 umol ni1 sl photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) and
cc,8 pmol M.2leaf area s' when PPFD reaches a maximum of 2000 pmol m' leaf area
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s'. Highest values are observed when stomatal conductance is > 150 mmol ill2 s.
These values are low compared to our SVAT predictions with maximum values for Pb.b
of around 0.8 mg M2 s•' (the data shown in Fig. 10 were already multiplied by Lb and
are on ground area basis not on leaf area basis). This equals 18 grnol m-2s-1,which is a
factor 2-3 higher than the measurements obtained by Levy et al. (1997). Levy et al.
(1997) find maximum leaf CO2 fluxes of around 15 pmol m-2SIfor the tigerbush tree
species Combretum nigricans and Combretum rnicranthum, respectively, which is close
to our value of 18 pmol m2 5.1• The differences between model predictions and
measurements (at the SSS) may be because the two fallow sites were quite far apart
with differences in soil conditions (moisture and nutrient status) and plant age (the
shrubs at the SSS are thought to be a few years olders, which means leaf nitrogen
content will be lower, and hence maximum photosynthetic rate will be less).
Furthermore, stomatal conductance observed at the SSS was lower than the values
measured at the CWS, which also might account for the difference. Also, Jacobs (1994)
suggested that the considerable time (approximately 0.5-1.0 minute) during which a leaf
is enclosed in a gas-exchange leaf chamber may cause reductions in observed leaf
conductance and photosynthesis, because of the deprivation of lightand changes in the
local leaf environment.
Other comparison material can be found in the literature. Medina (1986) quotes
maximum leaf photosynthesis rates of eight field grown or laboratory grown savannah
trees ranging between 3.8 pmol n12 s-' for Ochna pulchra and 11.8 umol m2 5-1for
Byrsonima crassifolia. The average of the species (with no data forGuiera senegalensis
present) is 8.4 umol , but these data represent a mixture of species from several
continents. Again, maximum leaf conductance of these species (Medina 1986), are low
compared to thc conductances obtained with porometry at the CWS for Guiera
senegalensis. The observed overestimation of bush CO2exchange, and possibly of bush
transpiration, may be because the model assumes that each component can be
represented by a 'Big Leaf' approximation, receiving an average amount of radiation.
To minimise computation time stratification of radiation, energy exchange etc. within
the canopy was ignored. Hence radiative transfer within the canopy is not accounted
for, which will especially influence the predictions for the Guiera bushes, as compared
to the grasses and herbs, for which hardly any layering is observed.
Levy et al. (1997) also show leaf CO2flux data for the C4 grassEragrostis trent:11a.
Although we used stomatal conductance data of Digitaria guyana to parameterise the
photosynthesis of the grass component in the SVAT, the maximum CO2 fluxes of the
latter, being around 20 gmol rn-2SI, correspond well with the maximum leaf CO2 flux
shown in Levy et al. (1997) for E. tremula. Le Roux & MOrdelet(1995) obtained leaf
CO2measurements on the dominant C4 grass species Hyparrhenia diplandra in a West
African humid savannah. They found that, despite their low nitrogencontent, the leaves
exhibited a remarkably high leaf photosynthetic capacity (24 pmol m2 s for L = 1.5).
This corresponds well with maximum leaf photosynthesis reported for other humid or
mesic savannah grass species which frequently exceeded 20 pmol ni2 s, as shown in
their Table 2. So far no data have been found in the literature of CO2fluxes of savannah
herb or forb species, which hampers verification of the model predictions for Pith•
Confirmation of the modelled savannah soil respiration poses a similar problem: no
soil CO2flux data were measured at the CWS and an attempt to quantify this flux at the
SSS resulted in a very limited dataset, which has not been presented in the literature.
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Fig. 10 shows that predicted peak soil CO2 values at our site vary between 0.3 and 0.6
mg M2 s-1, that is between 6.8 and 13.6 kimol ni2 s . For a humid savannah, Le Roux
and Mordelet (1995) found soil respiration rates between 6.6 and 9.6 umol ni2 s-'.
These savannah values are relatively high compared to values quoted for soil respiration
measured under different ecosystems in more temperate regions (e.g. Dugas et al.
1997). A high value of soil respiration at our savannah site may be warranted by the
presence of termite activity, which has been reported to contribute largely to the soil
carbon content and CO2flux (Darlington et al. 1997; De Bruyn &Conacher 1995).
WUE values given for the three species are within the range given in the literature
for C, and C4 species (Jones 1983). The higher values of WUE1, as compared to
WUE,„„are also supported by the literature: because of their lower Crvalues, C4 plants
are expected to have larger WUE than C, plants under similar environmental conditions
(Jones 1983; Baldocchi 1994). The strong negative correlation between vapour pressure
deficit and WUE has been reported before (Bierhuizen & Slatyer 1965; Schulze & Hall
1982; Baldocchi 1994; Baldocchi et al. 1985, Verhoef et al., 1996a, although different
mechanisms may be responsible for these similar results. For example, Baldocchi et al.
(1985) see their relationship between atmospheric D and WUE = 0.71) for a
soybean crop as an artifact of water-stress-induced stomatal closure. They indeed found
a strong decrease in WUE when stomata! resistance increased (r2= 0.85). In our case,
WUE, appeared to have only a weak dependence on r„, (not shown): a negative
correlation was found for Guiera = 0.53), whereas for Mitracarpus and Digitaria,
the dependence was slightly positive (12 = 0.10 and 0.16, respectively). At the same
time, both the bushes and the herbs exhibited strong water-stress-induced stomatal
closure, when rs.,was plotted as a function of D5.,(r2 = 0.85 and 0.80, respectively, not
shown). However, r„g appeared to decrease weakly (r2 = 0.16, not shown) with
increasing D,.:, but there was still a strong negative correlation between WUE2and 1)1.g
(see Fig. 11c). The lack of dependence of WUEh on Do (see Fig. 11b), was also
observed by Baldocchi (1994) when he plotted water use efficiency of a corn canopy
against the absolute humidity of the atmosphere (r2 = 0.03). In our case, this
phenomenon can be explained by the fact that go was largely influenced by soil
moisture status, through multiplication with .4 (see Appendix, description of Eqn A10-
11). This caused the dependence of WUEhon Do to shift upwards with decreasing soil
moisture availability. If we split the datapoints depicted in Fig. 1lb into three groups,
with the most left cluster of data representing days 251-272 (h > 0.8), the middle
group WUE values between days 273-278 (0.5 ch< 0.8), and the scattered right-hand
data representing days 279-283 (4 < 0.5), a much clearer picture emerges with 12 =
0.83, 0.77 and 0.42 for the three data clusters, respectively..
A variety of SVAT-type models has been dcscribed in the literature which in theory
can produce simultaneous predictions of the energy balance and CO2exchange between a
canopy and its environment. Several criteria can be used to distinguish between these
models, with the most important ones being their spatial configuration, the approach used
for thc description of leaf conductance and CO2 flux, and the type of output they
concentrate on or the purpose they are used for.
Looking first at the spatial set-up of these models, in the simplest the vegetation is
described by a Big-Leaf model (Jacobs et al 1996; Cox a at 1997). In the others, the
models allow for vertical or horizontal heterogeneity. The first group, consisting of
models featuring many canopy layers which mainly differ in the amount of radiation they
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receive, allow the behaviour of a relatively closed, tall canopy, such as a forest in the
temperate regions to be described. Examples of SVATs describing such one-dimensional,
multi-layer systcms can, for example, be found in Sellers et at (1992), Baldocchi &
Harley (1995). When a canopy is more spatially inhomogeneous, a multi-source
description has proven indispensable. A number of two-source models can be found in
the literature (e.g. Lynn & Carlson 1990; Carlson & Bunce 1996;Chen et al. 1996;
Olioso et al. 1996) describing the energy balance and CO2flux of a two-source surface
consisting of a main canopy and an understorey of herbs or bare soil.
Another feature that distinguishes the SVATs from each other is the way in which they
parameterise leaf conductance or CO2flux or both. In some models both leaf conductance
and CO2 flux arc parameterised using empirical, multiplicative factors depending on
environmental conditions such as light, atmospheric humidity, temperature etc. (e.g.
Olioso et al. 1996). In the others they are determined by physiological descriptions
(Jacobs et al. 1996; Harley & 13aldocchi1995; Chen et al. 1996) andphotosynthesis and
stomata] opening are directly related. Sometimes a mixture of the empirical and
physiological approach is employed (Lynn & Carlson 1990;Olioso etat 1996).
Furthermore, the various SVATs have been developed for a variety of purposes. Some
of them are used for the description of the diurnal variation in fluxes and mainly use a
combination of micro-meteorological and plantphysiological data (Baldocchi & Harley
1995; Olioso et al. 1996). For example, Olioso et at (1996) compared two SVATs in
their ability to simulate the diurnal course of photosynthesis and transpiration, especially
the photosynthetic midday depression and the transpiration plateau, for a soybean crop
undergoing water stress. Others have to be regarded as ecosystem models, linking
biochemical, ecophysiological and ecosystem processes and focusing on long-term
predictions. For example, Chen et al. (1996), used their GEM2 model to describe
successfully the long-term variation in biomass (shoot & root) of two grass species
(Pascopyrum smithii and Bouteloua gracilis) under different treatments (increased
atmospheric CO2 concentration, increased temperature and increased precipitation). In
their paper, no verification of the energy balance or surface temperatures took place. In
other studies, SVATs, sometimes coupled to a planetary boundary layer model, are
employed to perform sensitivity analyses to study the effect of climate change and CO2
enrichment on terrestrial vegetation (e.g. Carlson & Bunce 1996).
Our SVAT falls in the multi-source category, but it has the added advantage of
allowing for more than just two sources and it simultaneously describes and links the
energy balance, net CO2 exchange and surface temperature, using a physiological
description of leaf conductance. In many studies a concurrent check of surface
temperature is often ignored (Baldocchi & Harley, 1995; Olioso et al. 1996).
Furthermore, CO2exchange occurs through the same rcsistance network as sensible heat
and water vapour, as opposed to Chen et at (1996), for example. Respiration and CO2
exchange with the soil are often not taken into account (Olioso et at 1996), which may
cause unreliable predictions if the model in question were used fora sensitivity analysis,
for example.
Runs with the extended model, i.e. the SVAT with a description of growth and soil
heat/water transfer incorporated, showed that simulated and observed soil moisture
content, soil temperature, soil heat flux, leaf area index, biomass and atmospheric
fluxes/surface temperature compared favourably.
The sensitivity analysis performed with this extended SVAT revealed that elevated
CO2concentration enhanced average net CO2 uptake of the savannah system by 60%,
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decreased total evaporation by 15%, increased leaf biomass by 30% for the total herb
layer, and increased leaf stomatal resistance by values ranging between 50% (herbs) and
150% (bushes). Many studies indeed show that a doubling of CO2 results in an increase in
carbon exchange rate between the plant and the atmosphere, an increase in stomatal
resistance, and a decrease in transpiration. Cure and Acock (1986), for example,
published a literature survey of measurements pertaining to the effects of CO2 doubling
on transpiration (-20%), biomass (+30%), carbon assimilation rate (+ 50%) and stomatal
resistance (+25%) for 10 non-forage crops, using single leaves or isolated plants. Most of
their values correspond well to our estimates for the savannah, although our increase in
stomatal resistance was considerably higher. Jarvis's (1989) estimates are also in accord
with these values.
The effect of elevated CO2 on transpiration and CO2 uptake can not be generalised.
The effect on transpiration is often believed to be overestimated for single plant
experiments, as compared to plants in field conditions. Furthermore, for some species,
higher transpiration rates are observed, despite increase in stomatal resistance (Nijs et al.
1988). The same phenomenon was observed for the Mitracarpus herbs.
CO2 enrichments studies also show different responses of CO2 uptake in different
systems. Chen et at (1996) rcport that in tussock tundra, the stimulation of carbon
assimilation differed largely during three consecutive years. In estuary marsh, elevated
CO2 strongly simulated C3 species photosynthesis and growth, but C, species responded
only slightly. In a tallgrass prairie, however, the production of a C, grass showed a greater
response to elevated CO2 than that of C3 plants. Different responses might be due to
differences in temperature, soil water and nutrient availability. Simulation modelling
indicated that the interactions among environmental variables, as well as the main effects
of CO2 enrichment, were important in determining whole ecosystem responses to CO2
enrichment and climate change (Chen et at 1996).
It appeared that for all three species WUE roughly doubled when C, was increased. A
rise in Tr lowered WUE slightly in all cases. These findings are consistent with Drake et
al. (1997).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper show that a calibrated SVAT, consisting of a
physiologically-based leaf conductance model, which has been embedded in a four-
component Penman-Monteith energy partitioning description, can satisfactorily
(0.81 5 r2 5 0.99) predict the diurnal variation of the energy balance, surface
temperatures and net CO2 exchange of a Sahelian savannah for a 30-day period during
which atmospheric, vegetation and soil conditions significantly varied. Flux and surface
temperature predictions of the four surface components illustrate various interesting
interactions between the plant species and the soil. Calculated wateruse efficiencies for
the vegetation have plausible values for C3 and C, species and show a strong
dependency on vapour pressure deficit, which confirms findings by e.g. Baldocchi
(1994).
Various canopy models have been presented in literature that successfully describe
the energy fluxes and net CO2uptake of a certain ecosystem. However, in several cases
(e.g. Baldocchi & Harley 1995), horizontal homogeneity is assumed which means that
the model is a useful tool for the description of a one-dimensional, multi-layer canopy
such as a temperate forest, but not for a horizontally heterogeneous sparse canopy. For
SVAT models that allow for spatial inhomogeneity, often (e.g. Carlson & Bunce 1996;
Olioso et al. 1996) no inter-regulations between photosynthesis and leaf conductance
are taken into account and leaf conductance is still parameterised using empirical
multiplicative factors. Additionally, as far as we can see the maximum number of
sources or components in those models is two, which hampers reliable simulation of
those surfaces consisting of multi-species upper or understories.Where several species
are present, distinguishing between just two components is simply not enough and may
lead to unrealistic parameterisations and predictions. Although, partly through
calibration, satisfactory agreement can be found between data and model estimates,
models like these will probably produce less reliable results if theyare used for climate
change studies, for example (see Carlson & Bunce 1996).
This new model appears to be able to simulate the complex interactions between
CO2, water and heat fluxes in multi-component vegetation. With a simple growth
model linked to it, translating the uptake of CO2 in a change in leaf area index, it has
been used to investigate the effect of climate change and CO2 enrichment in a mixed-
species savannah ecosystem. This sensitivity analysis indicated that elevated CO2
concentration enhanced average net CO2 uptake of the savannah system by 60%,
decreased total evaporation by 15%, increased leaf biomass by 30% for the total herb
layer, and increased leaf stomatal resistance by values ranging between50% (herbs) and
150% (bushes). WUEroughly doubled. The effect of a 1.5 ° C increasein air temperature
was usually small compared to the CO2doubling.
However, the contribution of the different ecosystem components to the net decrease
in ecosystem evaporation and the increase in CO2uptake was verydifferent. While for
the bushes (C3) and the grasses (C,) a large decrease in evaporation was observed, the
herbs (C3)showed a small increase in evaporation with CO2doubling. On the other hand,
the uptake of CO2by the bushes and the grasses was only little affected,whercas that for
the herbs was more than doubled. This large increase in CO2 uptake for the herbs caused
leaf area index (via the growth model) to rise sharply, hence counteracting the negative
effect of increased stomatal resistance, which occurred for all three species under
conditions of elevated CO2. Despite their variable behaviour, WUEdoubled for all three
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species, when CO2concentration was increased. The surface temperatures of the three
species were mainly affected in relation to their change in evaporation (lower evaporation
resulting in higher surface temperatures), with the largest incrcase for the scenario where
CO2concentration and air temperature were increascd simultaneously. This interaction is
important because surface temperature plays an important role in the processes of
photosynthesis and stomatal opening.
These results illustrate the intricate interplay between changing CO2 uptake, leaf area
index, evaporation and surface temperature, which can only be simulated with a
mechanistic model where physiological and meteorological processes are closely linked
thus allowing for the interaction and feedbacks between the different processes and
ecosystem components. We conclude that more experimental and modelling efforts are
needed to address the possible effects of CO2 enrichment and climate change on the
competitive balance between different species in a plant community. A multi-component,
mechanistic model, like the one described in this report, will be a valuable tool for this
purpose. Such a model can also be employed in research concerning productivity and
water use efficiency in mixed crops, such as agroforestry systems.
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APPENDIX 1
This appendix describes how the net photosynthetic rate, P„, and the leaf stomata]
resistance, r1 , arc calculated for the plant components in the SVAT. Throughout the
appendix, subscripts i, used to denote component i = b (bushes), h (herbs), or g (grasses)
have been omitted for reasons of simplicity.
To solve the relationship between the net photosynthetic rate of plants and their leaf
stomatal resistance, as given in Eqn 3, we need an expression for the internal CO2
concentration, C. Experimental evidence (see Jacobs et al. 1996) hasshown that the ratio
between C, and C, is fairly constant:
(A.1)
The parameter k (-) is given by
k = f (1 — (A.2)
where r (mg m4) is the CO2 compensation concentration which is parameterised as a
function of temperature:
1 .,(@25),„ 1.501(7,-25) (A.3)
where T(@25) is the CO2 compensation concentration at 25 °C, which has been set to 80
and 5 mg In-3for C3 and C, plants, respectively. r is low for C, plants, because in these
plants the light respiration process does not occur (see Jacobs et al.1996).
f (-) is a function of the specific humidity deficit at leaf level, D,(mbar):
D 

f = fo(l —D
(A.4)
s.„.
where A (-) is the value of f at D.= 0 and Din, (mbar) is the value of D, where the
stomata are completely closed.
An empirical light response curve is used to combine the influence of CO2 and light on
P. (mg
—
=(P. +Rdk exp( 	 RdkP.+ Rdk
(A.5)
where the dark respiration, Rdk(mg rnT2sTI), is P,19. P. (mg m' sT')is the photosynthetic
rate at saturating light intensity and /a (W mT2)is the absorbed PAR, which is given by
= / L (A.6)
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where 0.15 is the leaf reflectivity, R1 the incoming solar radiation ( W m-2), L. the
local leaf area index and the factor 0.5 is necessary for conversion to PAR expressed in
w 2.
The initial quantum use efficiency, e (mg J 1 PAR), quantifying the slope of the light
response curve can be expressed as
Cs — (A.7)
The maximum quantum use efficiency, ev,will be taken as 0.017 forC3 plants and 0.014
mg JPAR for
P = P
whereas
X (T,)
C4species (see Jacobs 1994).
gm (CI—expi
Pmis found from
gm(m s" arc givenby
at; -T,))


P171.171ax
and the mesophyll conductance,
X(@25)20Te25)
—expa3(T1T)l_exp
where X(T) is either Pm.maor gm, at any leaf surface temperature 7'„with specific values
of X(@25), and reference temperature T1and T2.X(@25) is the valueof X at 25 °C.
The dependency of leaf stomatal conductance on soil moisture was pararneterised
using a linear multiplication factor,A,which ranges between 0 (very low soil moisture
status) and 1.0 (ample soil moisture available):
fa rna r (A10)C
in which Visand Wm_are the average root-weighted soil water potential and the soil water
potential at field capacity respectively. The latter is taken at -0.39m. W, is a function of
root-weighted volumetric soil moisture content, 0„which was parameterised as
= —0.4059—2.05561n4 (All)
0, was found by integrating soil moisture profiles weighted by root distributions of
Guiera and the undergrowth measured in the field (see Eqn 47). For the calibration run
measured soil moisture was taken, while for the extended SVATestimates of 0 in the 5
soil layers were used. The estimate of g1, as obtained from the equations above, was
multiplied by 10 to incorporate the dependence on soil moisture in the final model
predictions of
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UNEXPECTED DEVELOPMENTS, RESULTS OR CONCLUSIONS NOT
FORESEEN AT THE ONSET OF THE TRAINING PERIOD
(maximum 10 lines):
For the sparse savannah, soil respiration and photosynthesis are of similar magnitude. An
initial problem is that direct measurements of soil respiration are not available. First
attempts to model soil respiration as a function of soil temperature and soil moisture show
that only a relatively small percentage of the variance in nighttime CO2 fluxes can be
explained.
RESEARCH LINES AND/OR RESEARCH APPROACHES
WHICH PROVED TO BE UNSUCCESSFUL (maximum 2 pages):
Not applicable
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Figure 4. A comparison between measured (closed circles) andmodelled (solid lines)
total net CO2flux for a) days 252-256 (wet period), b) days 265-269(just after the last
rainfall), c) days 275-279 (dry-down), d) days 280-284 (start of senescence).
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e temperature for a) days 252-256 (wet period), b) days 265-269 (just after the
last rainfall), c) days 275-279 (dry-down), d) days 280-284 (start of senescence).
Figure 5. A comparison between measured (closed circles) and modelled (solid lines)
bush surface temperature and measured (open circles) and modelled (dotted lines) soil
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Figure 6. The course of the individual available energy for the four surface
components during a) days 252-256 (wet period), b) days 265-269 (just after the last
rainfall), c) days 275-279 (dry-down), d) days 280-284 (start of senescence).
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Figure 7. The course of the latent heat flux for the four surfacecomponentsduring
a) days 252-256 (wet period), b) days 265-269 (just after the last rainfall), c) days
275-279(dry-down),d) days 280-284(start of senescence).
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Fig ure 8. The course of sensibleheat flux for the four surface componentsduring a)
days 252-256 (wet period), b) days 265-269(just after the last rainfall), c) days 275-
279 (dry-down),d) days280-284(start of senescence).
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Figure 9. CO2exchange for the four surface componentsduring a) days 252-256
(wet period), b) days 265-269 (just after the last rainfall), c) days 275-279 (dry-
down),d) days 280-284(staft of senescence).
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Figure 10. The course of surface temperatures for the four surface components
during a) days 252-256(wet period), b) days 265-269Oustafterthe last rainfall), c)
days 275-279(dry-down),d) days 280-284(startof senescence).
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Figure 11. Water use efficiency (WUE) as a function of surface level vapour pressure
deficit, Ds.„ for a) Guiera senegalensis, b) Mitracarpus scaber and c) Digitaria
guyana.
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Figure 12. Measured (symbols) and modelled (lines) soil moisture content at two
depths (-0.15 and -0.45 m, respectively) during the experimental period.
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Figure 13. Measured (symbols) and modelled (lines) soil temperature at two depths
(-0.15 and -0.45 m, respectively) during ten days of the experimental period.
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Figure 14. Measured (symbols) and modelled (lines) leaf area indices for the bushes,
herbs and grasses, during the experimental period.
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Figure 15. a) Measured (symbols) and modelled (lines) values of Guiera leaf and new
wood biomass and b) measured (symbols) and modelled (lines) values of total herb
layer leaf and root biomass and during the experimental period.
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Figure 16. a) Measured (symbols) and modelled (lines) values of total net radiation
and soil heat flux, b) of latent and sensible heat flux, c) of net CO2flux and d) bush and
bare soil surface temperatures during two days of the experimental period.
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Figure 17. Average diurnal course of latent heat flux for a) the total savannah, b)
bushes, c) herbs, d) grasses and e) bare soil calculated for four different climate change
scenarios.
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Figure 18. Average diurnal course of net photosynthetic rate for a) the total savannah,
b) bushes, c) herbs, d) grasses and e) respiration for the bare soil calculated for four
different climate change scenarios.
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Figure 19. Average diurnal course of surface temperatures for a) bushes, b) herbs, c)
grasses and d) bare soil calculated for four different climate changescenarios.
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Figure 20. Average diurnal course of stomatal conductance for a) bushes, b) herbs and
c) grasses calculated for four different climate change scenarios.
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Figure 21. Daily averaged soil moisture content of the first soil layer (0-0.3 m) during
the experimental period calculated for four different climate change scenarios.
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Figure 22. Leaf area index during the experimental period calculated for four different
climate change scenarios for a) bushes, b) herbs and c) grasses.
